A Country Surgeon writes :?" Your valuable paper being the recognised channel for communication relating-to hospital management, I shall be obliged if you will kindly give me a small space in order to call the attention of managers and governors to a few points which I submit for their con-sideration.
" (1) The Visits of Friends.?At some of our metropolitan hospitals the regulations as to the visits of relatives and friends are adhered to with strictness, and I submit that the hours fixed are those when many of the poorer classes are so much engaged, that frequently a poor man, and sometimes his wife, is unable to obtain leave of absence from his employment, and therefore cannot see his daughter or son for weeks together. Would it not be practicable in such cases for the house-surgeon to give a special admission at an hour convenient to the hospital staff and to the relative 1 "(2) As to Diet.?For many years it has appeared to me that the' Mede and Persian' law is too much applied in our London hospitals in the item of diet. In country hospitals, especially those called ' Cottage' hospitals, considerable latitude is allowed the matron and nurse, and the appetites of the patients are duly considered in the provision made for their meals and also for the little intermediate ' nossets,' for which the patient is most grateful, and which frequently are more relished by the sick than a regular repast of which all partake. It will probably be said that where the patients are few the difficulty does not -arise which constitutes a serious obstacle when they are numerous: and this no doubt is true ; but even in our largest hospitals a great deal may be effected in this way. To a country man or woman who is in the habit of taking intermediate meals, the strict hours of hospital feeding become irksome.
They probably have been accustomed to eat at 11 a.m., and have something between dinner and tea, but this is forbidden in most large hospitals. Surely some discretionary power could be entrusted to the nurse to give a cup of beeftea or gruel, or a slice of bread-and-butter and a cup of cocoa if desired. The time occupied would be short, and at 11 a.m. and about 3 or 4 p.m. work in the wards is not heavy.
"But a more weighty complaint is made. Everyone accustomed to illness knows that very frequently sick people, in whatever rank of life, require a constant change of food in order to relish it sufficiently to enable them to take enough to benefit them properly, but I regret to say that in many hospitals this 
